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It's springtime!
Little Jason Kurnick appears to be quite pleased that spring has
finally come as he is seen here admiring the outdoors during the
recent wave of warm weather and sunshine that has pushed the
temperatures into the mid-70s in the Stockton area. Pacifican
photography editor Brian Sullivan snapped this picture of oneyear-old Jason in observance of the first day of spring, March 21.
Many UOP students have already shucked their winter garments
for more comfortable attire (as we have already seen) and

Speaker Morettiatthe
forum on Thursday
Students will get a first
hand look at the leading
contenders for the California
Democratic
Gubernatorial
nomination in Speaker Bob
Moretti.
Moretti will be
speaking at UOP as a part of
the Forum on National Priorilies on Thursday, March 27 in
the Raymond Common Room
at8:15 p.m.
Recently, in a survey con
ducted by Art Seidenbaum of

direction of California govern
ment.
He
successfully
bridged the philosophical gap
between the Legislature and
the Governor to reform the
state's welfare and MediCal
systems, and also played a
central role in the enactment
of a massive school financehomeowner
tax-relief
package. In 1973 Moretti again
negotiated
with
the
Republican Administration to
assure the continued finan
cial support of child care
centers after federal funds
were cut back.
Bob Moretti represents
Ithe 42nd Assembly District.

•

Food fast at UOP;

j

UOP students will par- •

•

several are out getting their first suntans of the year. Typically,
the academic atmosphere of the classroom has been rapidly
moving to the spacious UOP lawns, as instructors have been
holding their sessions outdoors and the once studious students are
substituting physics with sunbathing. While flowers captivate
many, including Jason here, others have their own ideas of what
spring is all about. As one student remarked, "Aw, 1 just wanna'
go tubin-. " Let's face it, spring is here!

iPacifican
KUOP turns to community for finances
UOP's on-campus radio
station, KUOP-FM has re
ceived a $500 grant irom
Stockton Savings and Loan
Association to help support
broadcasts of Stockton City
Council meetings.
The $500 check was pre
sented to the university by
David Rea, president of the
firm. It was the first under
writing grant for KUOP accor
ding to Executive Producer
Richard Lyness. The radio
station also broadcasts
Stockton Planning Commi
ssion and Stockton Unified
School Board meetings.
Lyness is currently seeking
support for these, as well as
for portions of the classical
music and rock offerings.
Recent university budget
cutbacks caused the current
search for financial support
from the community. A $12,000
reduction of funds is attri
buted to budget realocations
by the UOP administration
and some administrative diffi
culties, according to Clyde
Robinson, KUOP's financial
director.

ticipate in an all-day food .
fast on March 27 for the :
Stockton Emergency Food \
Bank.
j
According to one of the ;
student initiators, Jeanine :
Bob Moretti
Barnes,
the
group :
developed the food fast in ;
response to a recent census .
'he Los Angeles Times,
report that one out of every
' °retti's fellow legislators
five Stocktonians are living :
'amed him the most effective
ern°crat in the Assembly.
m U» s«"lh :
in poverty
area
of
Stockton,
two out ot .
„ Moretti was first elected
five children, one out of four :
Peaker in January 1971, after
erying as Chairman of the
elderly persons and one out ;
Ssembly's Democratic Camof every four families are .
ai
living
within the poverty ;
. §n Committee and being
level as designated by the :
strumental in 1970 election
ctories
which
returned
federal government.
:
In order to participate, .
^dership of the Assembly to
meal ticket holders must ;
^ocrats after two years of
He
surrender the March 27 ;
publican control. Again in
coupons by next Tuesday..
The university has pro
his campaign efforts
re largely responsible for
Collections
of
con-; vided an annual $39,000 for1
^oerats increasing their ; tainerized food will also be . KUOP's budget, explained
in
the
80-seat l taken in the dining halls, at ; Robinson. Another $9,000 has
A^°rity
,setnbly from 43 to 51.
: Anderson Y and the Univer-; been contributed annually
."^mediately upon his • sity Townhouse Apart- . from the Corporation for
ej
Public
Braodcasting,
a
,\]oct'°n to the post of Speaker, : ments on Wednesday
retti began to change the •
i
|
;
•
:

government-funded agency.
He added that KUOP will re
ceive a second underwriting
grant of $2,500 from an undis
closed
source.
Listeners'
contributions to the station
now total $600.

Robinson said that future
financial .plans for KUOP in
clude more underwritings,
government' grants and
student
fund-raising acti
vities.

Cutbacks by administration
KUOP FM, UOP's on-campus radio station, recently suffered
budget cutbacks of several thousand dollars. The station is
presently receiving financial loans from various agencies
throughout the Stockton community. Spokemen for KUOP
expressed hope that local support would continue. The rockin'
disc jockeys pictured above are Joel Gamble (left) and Ski p Sage.
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HOP grad holds prison post

Page Two

By JOSEPH GOLDEEN

Prison chief visited here
Harold Jacoby (left) exchanged greetings with Fred Dickson,
director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, who visited UOP to
speak in a corrections class instructed by Jacoby, a sociology
professor. The director claimed that the present prison systems
need considerable changes and stressed the implementation of
community programs for convicts. Dickson, who graduated in
1951, is a former student of Jacoby's.

"What we need is a 190degree turn in corrections.
The public demands this and
we're going to get it, said
Fred Dickson, Jr., a UOP
graduate who is director of
regions IX and X for the
Federal Bureau of Prisons.
Dickson, who graduated
from COP in 1951, has been
involved in the penal system
ever since. He was invited to
campus
by
Sociology
Professor Harold Jacoby to
speak in front of his
corrections class.
Dickson's father was the
warden at San Quentin State
Penitentiary when Dickson
graduated, and that is where
he got his first job.
After only eight years in
the field working as a parole
officer, a case-worker, and
various other related jobs,
Dickson achieved the posistion of associate warden.
His job now consists of
supervising a network ol
offices, located throughout the
western states, Guam and
American Somoa, out of his
San Fransico-based offices.
The main function of these

#

offices is to assist prisoners
upon release.
With the overcrowding in
the prisons that confronts us
today, Dickson wants more
community programs set up.
Unfortunately, adding to the
overcrowding, there is a trend
toward longer prison sen
tences instead of an initial
parole program.
"Programs
should
chaiTge with the times. We're
not in competition with any
body, so, unfortunately, we sit
back on our laurels and do
nothing,'' said Dickson.
Dickson would personally
like to see convicted persons
diverted into a community
involvement
program in
stead of being sent to prison.
Convicts should be kept at the
institution closest to their
homes, so they can keep in
touch with their family and
friends," he added.
When Dickson first
started out, he was "over
whelmed by the numbers,"
since he was one of the two
caseworkers handling 1,400 in
mates. The emphasis was on
the
institution
keeping
operating — washing the win, dows, getting meals served on

'Indians and Immigrants' topic of History Institute
This year, an emphasis is
"Indians and other immi
grants" is the theme of the being placed on student parti
27th annual California His cipation. A special student
tory Institute, to be held today panel will meet at 2 p.m. today
(Friday) and Saturday. The in the Albright Auditorium.
event is sponsored by the Wendell Phillips Center. This
Pacific Center for Western is the first year for the student
.panel, and it is hoped UOP
Historical Studies.
students will participate.
beautiful selection
"We want students to
come and share their ideas
and give serious considera
tion to the problems of the
Indian," said Dan Whittaker,
director of the student ses
sion. "What happened to the
Califoria Indian is currently
occuring to the native Indians
of Brazil, so perhaps we can
learn something from the
YE OPTICAL
1301W. ROBINHOODOR1VE
past."
phone 470*6321

The institute will draw institute banquet at 7 p.m.
together professional his Saturday morning's break
torians and history buffs from fast will feature Dr. Charles
throughout the state. "When Camp, professor emeritus
there isn't a gas shortage, we from the UC Berkeley.
Saturday morning will
have 200 or more parti
cipants," said history pro also feature a symposium on
fessor Ron Limbaugh. "In the California Indian culture, with
past, the participants have several native Indians partici
been mostly members of the pating. A special literary ses
historical societies — mainly sion will be held Saturday
older people. This year, we morning, with a panel dis
hope to involve more stu cussing Jack London. Modera
dents."
tor will be Robin Lampson,
Speakers of state-wide author-in-residence at UOP.
and national prominence will
Dr. R. Coke Wood, UOP
be addressing the institute. history professor and direc
Dr. Clement Meighan, pro tor of the Pacific Center is
fessor of anthropology at chairman of the institute.
UCLA, will be the main Students are invited to attend
speaker at tonight's annual any session at no charge.

Europe Charter Flights
Round
Trip

349.
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[ Candidates j
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The political science;
•department will be host In;
•candidates for the As-;
•sembly and supervise!;
• seats March 27 from 9 loll;
5a.m. in the Gold Room ol
•Anderson Hall. All students
5are invited to meet these
•candidates.
Among the c a n d i d a t e s
Sexpected to attend are Clif• ford Wisdom. Pearl West.
• Joyce Sullivan, and Ga'V

• Wiler. Spokesmen lor the
•political science depai't|
ment said that other ed
ition hopefuls are a's()
Sexpected to be present- T

Oakland to
Brussels

* mi—hhhiuhh"""^

B0SE 501
Speaker System

9 Additional

Fh. 1 - Lw. June 14 - Sept. 6
Fit. 2 - Lw. June 19 - July 30
FK. 3-Lv. June 21 Aug. 24

time, etc.
There was very iit t | e
offered in the way of either
vocational or academic
courses or training. By iggg
less emphasis was placed ori
custody, and moreoncareand
treatment. Dickson claimed.
Manpower
programs
offered by the Dept. of
Housing and Urban Development were implemented, such
as courses in welding, air
conditioning, and front-end
alignment.
According to Dickson,
small discussion and groupbehavior sessions began, and
turned out to be quite suc
cessful and popular. The more
freedom a prisoner was given,
the more responsive he was to
programs offered him, he
said.
In 1968. when Congress
passed the Safe Streets bill, $3
million of federal money was
given to the states to supple
ment local law enforcement
agencies. Today, $900 million
has been appropriated, with
$50 million going to California
alone.
This money goes into com
munities,
which
Dickson
emphasizes are quite an
important aspect to the
rehabilitation
of
current
prisoners and ex-convicts.
There is only an eight
per cent return rate for for
mer prisoners who go through
community programs. We
need more of these programs
and we are working toward
this goal."

.
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FlIgHtS Available

A/so Available — Student I.D. Cards, Student Rail Pass
and Eurail Pass
Flights ere open to students, faculty, staff employees, and immediate family.
The fares ae based on pro-rata share — special consideration for groups.

For Free Information — Flight Schedules & Reservations
CALL

(415) 392-8512

^MuytiMeolhiUcA full range
Speaker System
in enclosure

OR WRITE:
CHARTER FLIGHTS INTERNATIONAL
995 MARKET STREET - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94103
Please mail me your Flight Schedule.

The traditional canvas shoe with rope
trimming and wedged heel now in
Bernardo superb quality. Solid navy,
white or yellow. $16.

Name
Street
City_

Name of School

Zip

Phone

2019 Pacific Ave.

*149°°
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UOP showers infested
with filth

By TOM BROWN

•
Algiie covered, inadequately drained and reflective of an
; nge ol antiguity, best decribes the degraded conditions of
; the I Op gym s men's shower room.
1 he shower is extremely old. has poor drainage and is
| undei constant maintenance." claimed Cedric Dempsey,
. c Hector ol athletics at UOP. "There isn't a day that goes by :
; v ion maintenance isn't called for something about the :
• showers."
.
;
:
;
.
;
;
:
|

A crew ol two or three people periodically come in and ;
clean, replace the showerhoads and do general repairs," •
Dempsey said.
j
Dempsey tools that the maintenance rate is increasing •
due to the tact that an average of 4(10 people use the gym and :
shower room daily.
:
Alter intramurals the other night. 1 look a shower there I
and ended up wading through eight inches of water," •
Dempsey chuckled.
j
As a biology major. 1 sometimes feel like taking a •
; sample ol the grow th in the showers to see if I can identify it '
and become lamous. exclaimed an anonymous user of the :
shower.
;
1 here s nothing wrong with these showers," shouted
another student, they remind me of skinny-dipping in the •
wilderness. The only thing 1 don't like about it is the smell, :
Someone uses the bathroom and t\A o hours later the smell is ;
still there."
•
Dempsey has requested a major overbad to be done this :
summer, but whether or not it will be put on the priority list •
remains to be seen
•
Biology students, welcome. Users beware. For when you •
go to the showers, the buggie-wuggies are there.
i

Mime Troupe returns tomorrow
workers confront their
Idesman in a tension-filled
from the San Francisco
he Troupe's production of
|je Mother," The critically
toned street theatre will be

performing the play in Raymond
Great
Rail
tomorrow
night
(Saturday) at 8:30 p.m. The Mime
Troupe has staged comic plays
since 1963 and features 15
members. Some of the satarical

material the group has written
and performed across the country
over the years deal with women's
liberation, the drug trade, pri
sons, the economy and war.

C.E.C. chapter is formed
A number of University of
Pacific students interlin various areas of speeducation, recently
t«ed the UOP Student
^Pter ol the Council for
Ntional Children. CEC is
Jwional organization con
ned with the welfare,
Ration and acceptance of
Optional children all over
* world.
[The newly-formed orpation, which presently
tasts of 15 members, is
Used by Dr. Eunice W. Cox.

coordinator of special edu
cation programs at UOP.
At the January 22nd chap
ter meeting the proposed
constitution was reviewed,
slightly revised and agreed
upon. Also at this lime some
chapter goals were proposed,
including some of the
following: 1.) To foster public
awareness and acceptance of
exceptional children. 2.) To
serve in an advisory capacity
in the development of univer
sity programs related to
teacher training. 3.) To

c0 PA

vt. internship|
Congressman
John
-"ngres^m^m
John
^ a " soffice in Washing
!fC. has an internship
Wunity lor an inlelmotivated student
wants to broaden his
'^standing
of
the
lv 'ties and social cons °l a congressman.
Student interns in the
have taken related
J**at Georgetown Cni' ^ while there.
Position is now
fe^ nc t W 'H be active this
and probably next
interested students
contact the intern-

/:°ordinator, Helmut
l n Baun Hall immedi-

banquet

Knenltv members and
Faculty
their spouses will be admitted
free, while COP students
living olf-campus pay $1. COP
students living on-campus
need oi ly to surrender a meal
ticket fcr the roast beef meal.
According
to Larry
Ginesi, chairman ol COPA.
the purpose of the dinner is to
"help improve the personal
relationship between pro
fessors and students." Al
though the banquet will be fin
anced
primarily
through
COPA's budget, and there will
be no profit made, Ginesi
stated that it will be well worth
it.

T¥ TIVTi^rpT/^NT
RED DOG JUNCTION

609 PORTER WAY

SUPPLIES
H GIFTS
W* SUPPLIES

iJ :I

[tC '^ry and Gift Wrap | 2

IJJL REGISTRY
- «vuiu /\vei
jr/'acific
Avenue

^h°ne 466-7031
**JbNDAY
EVE
DAY EVENING^
J|

GOOD FOOD

TltY OUT
OUlf VIACIIINKS

PINBALLS

WITH AN ASUOP CARD:

"PONG"
POOL TABLE

BUY ONE PITCHER AND
GET ONE FREE.!.
HAPPY HOUIU
HURRY OVER!
477-6563

:

provide
information
and
opportunities for professional
growth for students inter
ested in the fields of special
education.
A few of thi' proposed
project suggestions are; a din
ner with a guest speaker,
demonstration to a high school
group, a sponsored tour of the
Anyone intere.^jed in fur
ther information or who would
like to join please contact Dr.
Eunice Cox: 948-1(771. .Jeanne
Stone: 462-3124. or Hence
Beck: 478-7253.

hosts

, i n „ COP
Hnu, m
r o p students
c t l l H ( ,„ ) B
How
many
would be willing to trade in a
meal ticket for a chance to eat
dinner with their favorite
faculty members? And how
many of the faculty could turn
down a free meal and the
opportunity of spending an
evening with their students?
These questions will soon
be answered as the COPA
hosts a student-faculty ban
quet at 5: 30 p.m. on Saturday,
March 30 in the Elbert Covell
dining hall. Entertainment
provided by both faculty and
students
is
tentatively
scheduled to highlight the
evening.

Shower with shoes or else?

TUES AND FRI 5-7
20 c DRAFT BEER

LlQUOFS

I

>
l
S
j

}

®

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

ICE

{3826 WEST LANE 464-38861
hi M I I
I

• — • — • ™ • mmi • h • hi i mm i wm i

SeycvuHt 't. Liquors

I

I

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

i

I

Party Supplies - Groceries -

•

•

I

Keg Beer • Free Delivery

SI'E( 1AL DISC'Ol NT FOR" 1•«#
» JAi*4ireTAu/n I
25 *
SOKOR1TY
FRATERNITY
**STOWN
SOKOK1TV & KHATKKNITY
'•«
JAMtifOWN
| L. — — — a i ' s r - — — - T - T , " . 1 ! . j
m

_

PHONE A7&* 3275
PHONE 478-3275

i

m

PRELAW STUDENTS
Register now tor April or.July LSAT Review Course
to Maximize Your I.SAT score.

Instruction exclusively in exam-taking techniques used
successfully by California Pre-LawStudenis.
Taught in Berkely by practicing lawyers.
Course for July 27 LSAT.starts .July 10.
Course for April 20 LSAT starts April 3. Cost 88.7
For complete information call today <4!5i 254-704.~mr
write P.O. Box 54. Orinda. Calil. 94563
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perspective
Big Brother and Cigarette Smoking

One of the most frightening side effects of the quest for
energy among the leading western industrial nations is the
manners. I fear the council
months in jail, or both. First, I
disunity and outright back-stabbing that has taken place
Dear Editor:
has not in the least
would
like
to
know
how
the
Having just read an
among the former allies.
far enough. I feel strongly^
For example, in the midst of America's effort to organize
article in the Pacifican sentence is determined. Is it
any person found guilty
oil-consuming and producing nations into a joint approach to
dealing with the city council's the case that if you are caught
spitting
in the street should
smoking
a
cigarette
without
a
the energy crisis, France preceeded to make its own energy
ban on "public smoking," 1
have
his
tongue cut out, any
filter
you
get
six
months
but
if
arrangements. In short, old reliable relationships and com
feel motivated not only to
person using foul language
smoking
a
filter
tipped
you
are
bined strategies can no longer be counted on. The present
write you but also to storm the
public should be shot, any
schizophrenia that is finding itself in much ol the western
next meeting of the city cigarette you only get a $500
person with body odor should
fine
and
if
you
are
smoking
world is a result.
. .
council with an army ol
be shaved, showered, and shot
The problem is that such crises as raw-material
two
cigarettes
at
the
same
nicotine freaks.
(in that order), any person
shortages, overpopulation, famine and pollution, all cut
I understand that as ol time you get the maximum?
without
tin education should
across national boundaries. And without some iorm ol united
Also,
I
am
a
bit
confused
March 27, people caught
be
deported,
any person who
as
to
the
rationale
of
such
a
action they just won't be solved.
smoking in the restricted
disagrees
with
the govern
The inability of one country to solve the problems that
ban.
Is
this
the
council's
solu
zones face a $500 fine, six
face the world today has frustrated millions ol voters in the
tion to pollution? Or is this an ment should be given a fron
western democracies. Mssrs. Nixon, Pompidiou, Brandt and
effort to protect the health of tal lobotomy and any person
Professionalism
Wilson are all caught in declining public opinion and
non-smokers? Or better yet, found cutting his meat with
confidence. People are generally disappointed in their
do the councilmen hope to the knife in his left hand should
leaders are frustrated to the point of open rebellion since they Dear Editor:
instruct the masses in social be drafted.
Recent letters to the
I accuse the city councilof
have not solved the economis ills that have plagued the west.
etiquette by their actions?
Pacifican have surely opened
being a ridiculous group of old
west.
Maybe
this
is
a
communist
my eyes to the realization that
What is readily apparent is that the bigness of today's
plot to destroy the tobacco men, dealing with absurd is
both the Band Frolic and
sues (which compliment their
problems far outreaehes the ability ol democratic leaders to
industry in America!
Mardi Gras were plagued by
outlooks) and wasting the tax
come up with solutions. Modern democracy is at a crawling
If
this
ban
is
a
step
toward
an over-emphasis of profes
payers' money by playing
pace with the '70s. As Dr. Guy Pauker of the Band Corpora
a
solution
to
the
pollution
sionalism in the judging
government
as if they were a
tion states, the profession of politics has been discredited on a
crisis, I think the council
process. However, did you
bunch
of
children
around!
world-wide scale.
should ban farting in public
realize that such deplorable
But why the unpopularity? Perhaps the climate isn t
"Monopoly" board. I accuse
areas.
Surely
the
indiscrete
judging standards are also
right for a Churchill or a Roosevelt or a DeGaulle. It isn t
and non-selective attitude of the city council of imple
being
used right here in
right because the general public in the western nations have
our people in this area of con menting Nazi-like tactics ti
ASUOP?
come to expect so much out of their leaders with little or no
duct accounts for massive control a situation not evei
I refer, of course, to the
self-sacrifice on the part of the public itself.
amounts of pollution. To remotely of interest to theii
recent ASUOP elections which
I make no effort to excuse the blunders of Watergate. But
enforce
such a measure the consitituents. 1 view thewholi
were (to say the least) quite
we must look beyond it if we are to achieve any type ol relorm.
police would have to be spe matter as the most absurt
disappointing. I worked hard
It is about time the American people realize where our
thing I have read in the paper;
in my campaign to capture the cially equipped with German
government is today. The problem is the personalities
since the Anti-Riot Act of 1961
shepards
capable
of
detecting
hearts of my fellow students
always get in the way of real reform when the governmental
the slighest fart from a range I wouldn't be surprised if thi
through
the frolicing usage of
structure is concerned.
of half a mile, and this would council's next move was tore
merriment and mirth, and be
A year ago I wrote an editorial telling of the extreme
cost money, tax money, which quire all people overtheageo
lieve if the judging standards
powers that have been granted to the executive branch by
I am sure the people would 65 years old to be in bed by 8: J
had been placed on the legiti
Congress. Since that time Mr. Nixon has been sent to the
gladly supply on demand. Of p.m.
mate basis of electorate
cleaners and a few election reforms have been instituted. The
Warning: The city COM
course the turnover of dogs
response, I would now be in
challenge that has not been realized is the modernization and
cil of Stockton has determine
would
be
tremendous
thus
office. Therefore, I was ob
balancing of the three branches of government. We need to
creating a very expensive that cigarette smoking unde
viously heartbroken when, for
bring Congress and the Judiciary into the 20th century and
certain circumstances can
the second straight year, I was situation, but nontheless, jus
send the executive branch back a few years.
dangerous to your freedom,«
tice is justice.
overlooked in favor of a cam
The United States is in need of reform, not short of a
your pocketbook, or both.
On
the
other
hand,
if
the
paign that was judged solely
cultural revolution, before any unity in the western world is to
The issue itself is not 1
councilmen
are
trying
to
pro
on platform issues, speech
be achieved. And hopefully, as usual, England. Germany and
tect the health of non- significant importance tofflj
delivery, and other "pro
even France will follow constructive moves aimed at
smokers. perhaps, in addition But the fact that the city con
fessional"
tactics.
solving some of the problems that face us all.
we
should require all the cil has the right, the P°*
Although I do not wish to
By STEPHEN SMITH
people who drive cars to cease and the ability to pass an
take away any credit from
doing so. Quite possibly we force such a law not
Mark Rogo for his fine perfor
could initiate a program bothers me, it scares m >
mance, I do feel it was neces
whereby all people caught terms of the imphcatl° ,.
sary to express my views.
PSYCHIATRIC '
driving on public roads would renders for the future a
In the future, I hope the
WElP7i .
be subject to interrogation and terms of the things
students will reorganize their
placement in a concentration represents as reality8
judging techniques and begin
camp
for observation. Come exist presently in our g ^
awarding offices in the true
to think of it, there are innum ment. Think about u g
fun-loving spirit in which
ASUOP was organized. Other erable ways in which one remember kiddies person can be dangerous to the Brother is only here top
wise, future elections will be
health
of another, so let's lock you because he loves y
drowned in a sea of profes
THE occio*
everybody up.!
sionalism and bored students
Cancer0"8
Now, if this ban is inten
will not bother to attend the
IS®
Allan Ef!
ballot boxes.
ded to teach the masses some
Raymond
As for me, well, ASUOP
P
won't have me to kick them
The opinions expressed in the lettersTto the
around
any
more.
What is your opinion of vitamin C?

Doc
Morrison
Speaks

To continue our discussion about horses, this is a horse of
a different color. Some animals are able to synthesize vita
min C but the human cannot. Consequently it must be
supplied by diet or pills, the former being preferable.
Vitamin C is essential and it is involved in many vital pro
cesses including tissue growth, blood formation and body
healing. It is necessary in wound healing especially in the
mouth and dental areas. It's use in preventing colds is a
controversial issue but the undersigned believes it definitely
decreases the frequency.
Five hundred mg. daily of absorbic acid (vitamin C) is a
more than adequate adult dose as a preventative, but taking
vitamin C to treat a cold is a futile procedure.

A.F. Morrison, M.D.
Cowell Student Health Center
If you have any questions you would like to ask Dr.
Morrison, please write: "The Doctor Is In" c/o The Pacifican
University of the Pacific, Stockton, California 95211.

iictcssai iiy i cpi

With love,
Don "Meatballs" Lukacik
"Top of the Tapper"
B.F.D. Chapter
Off-Campus
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Spring is.••

Father Silva adds warmth to UOP

Xhey say thai a man's heart
turns to baseball during the
spring—"hat does your heart

turn to?

-

Ann Fulton, junior, COP:
"Other sports, oh. I don't like
answering that question. New
relationships
towards the
opposite sex, especially the
kind that are outdoorsy, like
playing tennis and water
skiing. Just messing around
having a good time is okay by
me."

Sara Noss, freshman, COP:
"Um. Gosh, like I don't know.
I like the same thing all year
round. I suppose you want me
to give you a conventional
answer like love, but that's for
all seasons."

Page Five

By LESLIE JENSEN
Even if students are nonbelievers and don't embrace
the same faith I do, then I can
at least be a friend, and I can
still give them some warmth
and some understanding."
So said Father John Silva.
UOP's 011-campus priest and
director of Newman House.
My whole thrust in being at
LOP is just to be a person who
gives people hope and lets
them see that lite is worth
living, and to do that in any
Lola Urquiza, sophomore, way I can."
COP: "Oh gosh, are you
The
Newman House,
kidding me. You don't really which is located across from
want to know, do you? Come Cowell Student Health Center,
spring my heart opens to (hose is the base for Silva's
who open their hearts to me. ministry. Newman is a
My love encompasses even national apostolate. and wher
those at Callison Dining Hall. I the Catholic Church works
awake each morning waiting with any college, it is called
breathlessly for the young frat Newman work.
boys to show their nature. Oh
John Cardinal Newman, a
no. this is ridiculous."
prominent theologian of the
19th century, held a seat in
theology at Oxford University
and was the dean of chapel
there. Every college now has a
Newman Club, a Newman
Chapel or some organization
of that nature.
Silva said he realized
when he came to UOP two
years ago, that there was a
real need for a priest to be in
residence here. He explained
that, "The ministry that came
out of the '60s was really ex
plosive, and they got into a lot
Lynn Morris, sophomore, of prophetic and confron
COP: "Men and doing any tation ministry and social
thing that doesn't relate to action. " Silva was referring to
school.
Cutting
class, the Jesus revolution of the lute
swimming, skiing, sleeping, '60s in which there was gre#l
tennis and volleyball are neat. emphasise evangelizing and
I love it when Spring is here.|t a non-denominational sharing
The birds and the bees and the of faiths.
honey trees, ah, that's the
"This was important and
had to be said," he continued,
rub."

"but I think what was missing
|during all of this was a pas
toral ministry of students and
faculty. which means, 'heartto-heart' with clergy."
The emphasis of Silva's
minstry is living in the ser-

* ainer John Silva
vice of others. "The faith and
the interior life, the strengths
that come from knowing
Christ, mean that I will live as
Jesus lived, serving others
always. I will love as Jesus
loved, totally and completely
giving. When 1 give myself as
a gill as Jesus did. I can't pull
myself back. " y|
Newman Houfte programs
are open to any who have an
interest in this type of fellow
ship. Silva is available 24
hours a day and il someone
culls or visits Newman House.

there will always be someone
there.
Silva has served as a stu
dent counselor and was
chaplain at Delta College for
two years. He had also worked
as a counselor at several boys'
homes and was head of the
theology department at St.
Mary's High School.
Silva has been excited
about "The UOPian Affair"
which was a benefit show to
raise money to sustain New
man House. The show was run
and organized totally by
students. This program was
presented last week. Also on
the Newman House agenda
are Friday night spaghetti
feeds at the house, and an up
coming movie entitled "Joan
of the Angels," which is said to
have characteristics of the
"The Exorcist."
Said Silva, "I want people
to come to our programs, be
cause I feel we have some
thing to offer, and there's
something unique about
having u priest on campus."
Silva stressed his desire to
acquaint himself with all
students on campus, "People
have got to learn that they can
trust that presense of a priest,
and that my presence is a
gentle presence that is not
going to mistreat the students,
(See FATHER SILVA pg. 12)

TUITION INCREASE??
YOU CAN HELP PREVENT IT!!!
WE WANT YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN
"PACIFIC PROMOTERS"

Jennifer Mackey, freshman,
Raymond: "Um, during the

spring it turns to good wea
ker, procrastination, relaxa
tion, and physical stimulus
(i.e. a good time). Mind you.
Physical stimulus can be anything from riding a bicycle to
drinking tequilla."

A student program to "promote" the
University of the Pacific with prospective
students and to encourage them to enroll
at UOP next fall.
"Any UOP student can be a "Pacific Promoter .
•Pacific Promoters will visit prospective students in
their home area during Spring Vacation, April 7-15.
Further information. CALL - Student Personnel Office 946-2451

STOCKTON GARDEN
APARTMENTS
Now Accepting Applications For

M A R R I E D STUDENTS
CHILDREN WELCOME

$102.00
AND UP INCLUDING

ALL UTILITIES
1 & 2 BEDROOMS
FULL CREDIT CHECK AND INCOME

Quaint and Charming
Pinr Nostalgia
•*

OtCOAATID IN Mil
O UAUTIfUL ANTIQUtS
OlO TlMf ATMOl'HCti
OlO (IMC 6000NIH
OlO TlMf AllCCS
OlO TIMi HOT HOMf M«Df TCAST
•MAO
DELIGHTFUL FOOD
AAA AAMOVIO

k Ouu
Hoosirr^W
Oi»rln

CK.'loH. 0-".r>

461-027T

NO«TM WILSON WAT

LIMITS

Yes, I'll be a PACIFIC PROMOTE K.

o ALL ELECTRIC KITCHENS

Name

• WALL TO WALL CARPETS
• AIRCONDITIONING

Phone

o WALK IN CLOSETS

Stockton Address

• DRAPES

UOP School or college enrolled in

Home Address
County of Residence.,•••••••

-

High School Attended

Return to STUDENT PERSONNEL OFFICE, Knoles
Hall, 1st f lour by March 11.

IDEALLY LOCATED TWO BLOCKS NORTH OF UOP
AND SJDC BETWEEN PACIFIC AVE. AND PERSHING
AVE.
1025 ROSEMARIE LANE
Equal Opportunity Housing

CALL 478-0198

March 22, i 974
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Matheson explores world of relaxation
By MARC SHEA

Zap!
Dr. Douglas W. Malheson seems to be doing everything but mam:
this unidentified patient relax as he is pictured here with his bio
feedback machine. Officially an electromiograph, the apparatus
aids individuals in curbing tenseness. The therapy teaches people
to consciously control their relaxation, Matheson claims, and is
also used in the treatment of migraine headaches and high blood
pressure.

NOW OPEN!!!

Oeweltte
2324 PACIFIC AVENUE
464-4444
DIAMONDS JEWELRY WATCHES

Dr. Douglas W. Mathe
son, professor and chairman
of the psychology department
at UOP, is researching a
technique
called
bio
feedback, and using it to teach
people to relax.
The
bio-feedback
machine, known as an electro
miograph, measures tense
ness in muscles and emits a
tone relating to the degree ol
tenseness recorded. The basis
of all bio-leedback machines.
Matheson explained, lies in
tupping a biological function
and mechanically "feeding
back" information about that
function.
"As the muscles tapped
become more tense, the tone
emitted from the miogruph
becomes louder," explained
Matheson. "This enables the
subject to recognize the onset
of his tenseness and to associ
ate the thoughts he had in
bringing on the condition.
Usually recognition begins to
occur in the first hourly ses
sion."
"I then have the patients
try to lower the tone by
thinking about something
else. After awhile he will be
able to consciously control his
level of relaxation," he con
tinued.

"The science of bio
feedback
was discovered
some 15 years ago by Dr.
Joseph Kamaya when he
found he could teach people to
control the level of alpha parti
cles in their brains. The alpha
state is a euphoric, "tipsy
feeling that is commonly
experienced
right
beiore
people fall off to sleep.
Bio-leedback research is

being done in treating such
disorders as psycho-soniutic
disease, migraine headaches
high blood pressure, and
hypertension.
According to Matheson
bio-feedback is "revolutionary in that it is showing th e
medical world that the auto
matic nervous system can be
consciously controlled, some(See BIO FEEDBACK pg. 12)

Uncle Sam offers new grants
Hurting for money to
make it through the rest of the
school year?
If you're a first year, fulltime student, you still may be
able to get a Basic Educa
tional Opportunity Grant. The
deadline for submitting an
application for the 1973-74 aca
demic year is April 1.
Basic
grants
is
the
Federal government's newest
program of student financial
assistance. Begun just this
year, it is providing eligible
students with outright grants
of money to help see them
through
school.
Grants
average about $260 per
student with a maximum of
$452.
So if you need money for

your education, look into
Basic Grants. An "Applica
tion lor Determination of
Family Contribution" can be
obtained at the financial aid's
office or by writing Box 84.
Washington D.U. 20044. Fill
the application out and mail it
by April 1 to B.E.O.G., P.O.
Box B, Iowa City, Iowa, 52240.
Next year Basic Grants
will be extended to secondyear as well as first-year
students. The amount of an
average grant will be
increased to about $450 with a
maximum of around $800.
Application forms for the 197475 school year will be avail
able mid-April from student
financial aids offices.

CLASSICAL RECORD SALE
SUPER BIG SAVINGS!!!

JUDY COLLINS, CARL SANDBURG. ROD
MCKUEN AMERICA'S FOLK HERITAGE:
72 or our finest folk and folk style songs. $35.00
value. 6 record set complete only $9.95.

Registered Jeweler - American Gem Society

LEGENDARY
PIANO
IMMORTALS.
MAGNIFICENT
COLLECTION
OF
PRICELESS PIANO PERFORMANCES:
$25.00 value. 5 record set complete only $7.95.

Walter M. Genuit, Certified Gemologist

RICHTER
PLAYS
GREAT
PIANO
CONCERTOS:
Records originally sold
separately for $14.95. 3 record set complete
only $3.98.
SEGOVIA, MONTOYA, JOHN WILLIAMS
MASTERS OF THE GUITAR:
Classical,
flamenco, folk guitar treasury. $35.00.7 record
set complete only $9.95.
COLLECTED WALTZES, POLKAS AND
MARCHES OF JOHANN STRAUSS: $25 00
value. 5 record set complete only $7.95.
COMPLETE ORSON WELLES WAR OF THE
WORLDS BROADCAST:
2 record set
complete only $4.98.

SALE $9.95

The S.M.J. SINGERS and the TEAM present the
stimulating musical:
"SHOW ME"
Sunday, March 24, 1974
11:00 A.M. Morning Worship Hour
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SANCTUARY
This group of kids are fantastic! They have come all
the way from Bellflower, California to present the
reality and relavency of Jesus Christ as the peace
giver and soulhealer in our world today. The singers
show this not only in their professionally talented
performance, but in their very lives.
COME AND BE SHOWN.

COMPLETE BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES:
7 magnificent records plus handsome 2-color
softbound pictorial history of composer's life.
Originally released at $40.00. Now only 1/4 of
the original price. 7 record set complete only
$9.95.

COMPLETE
PIANO
MUSIC
MENDELSSOHN: $60.00 value. 12 record se
complete only $14.95.
COMPLETE STRING
BEETHOVEN:
$40.00
complete only $10.95.

QUARTETS Of
value. 9 record

ALL THE MOZART SYMPHONIES:
value. 15 record set only $19.95.

$75°°

MAHLERAS NINE SYMPHONIES: $6°00
value. 12 record set only $14.95.

COLLECTORS LIBRARY OF 10 GREAT
SHAKESPEARE PLAYS: Hamlet, Macbeth,
Romeo & Juliet. Merchant of Venice, Henry V,
King Lear, Julius Caesar. Othello. Taming of
the Shrew and Midsummer nitht's Dream.
$40.00 value. 10 record set complete only $12.95.

THE GREAT BACK CHORALE WORKS: AU
the great choral music of Back, some of t
greatest musical achievements in history
$60.00 value. 12record set complete only $14-

JOAN BAEZ, JIMI HENDRIZ WOODSTOCK
TWO: $Pub. at $9.96. 2 record set only $3.96.

COMPLETE ORGAN MUSIC OF J.S. BA^gj
$80.00 value. 18 record set complete. Only 1"

MARCH 25 thru APRIL 13
Sale Limited to Stock on Hand
UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
903 West Stadium Drive
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95204
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FABULOUS SALE OF GIFT BOOKS!!

ISEVEN

SAVINGS UP TO 83%! LIMITED SUPPLY!
AFRICAN ART £
An.
fascinating study ol uH,
linscsi
Alriean & Oceanic works
«'l ;in —
masks, figurines, jewelrv
objects ot
i'llcMh'' &
etc.
flu uiuciue guuii s,an,osol Faster
island. 92 lull color dlus, radons.
SALE $1.49

JAPENESE ART

and Korean V,.
,
pielnre-and-lesl gUi(ll.
•Japenese - Korean
art
|,„
powerfully aiflueneed bv (',„

SALE $1.49
TODAY'S SOUND. Kd. by
Hay
Coleman. From the world's biggeslselling music weekly. 12H pages of text
and pictures about the giants of today's
music: Alice Cooper. Slade. Steview
(fonder. tile Osmonds. Miles Davis. Sly
Stone. Diana Ross. & many many
others. 70 photos. 2(1 FUU1. COLOR
Special $3.98

lies
o''''r^h'"1- "an — T'ang (Ivnasee ,m
,"g
temple dreh,illnsL- i''S
f "vDO lull color
iHustiabons.
SALE $1.49
EGYPTIAN ART. Vivid
presentation of (he timeless an
treasures of anciciil Egypt - (he great
pyramids, the Sphinx, the temples ol
Abu Simbel. - many other man els ut
monumental splendor - modesi
beauty. 103 full color illustrations.
SALE $1.49

Hooks by
COUNTRY
BEAUTIFUL
OUTDOOR WORLD

and

Handsome, well-constructed volumes
which dramatically inlerprel the
beauty of America and inspire its
preservation.
Each
volume
is
profusely illustrated with many full
color plates. Ideal for gifts!

Very Special $4.98
DIARY OF A COUNTRY YEAR:
THOKEAU REV1SIT1EI). By Stephen
J Krasemann. Author Krasemann's
account of a full year lived in the
unpolluted, unhurried countryside —
Willi exerpts from the words of the
Sreat 19th century naturalist. Over too
fULL COLOR photos. Pub. at $12.95
Sale $6.98
'HE RIVERS OF NORTH AMERICA.
> the Eds. ol Outdoor World. Tliirty°ur ol America's rivers, from the
eighty Missouri to Alaska's Yukon —
Wcellent text & superb photos cover
uir history — relate how these rivers
u feet our lives today. Over 100 photos.
h'ULL COLOR.
pub. at $15.95
Sale $8.98
THIS LIFE OF MAN. The writings of
uu hors from many times, places &
J1 lures offer important insights into
I
'f means to be young, to be old or
uve reached some point along the
uy. 50 FULL COLOR photos. Pub. at
S'4.95
Sale $7.98

AMERICAN ART. Excellent
guide to the artistic development of
American painting & architecture —
the influences of Europe & neoelassieism
on
early
examples:
discusses modern American painting &
artists. 87 full color illustrations.
SALE $1.49
THE ART OF CLASSICAL
GREECE and the Etruscans. The
penetrative power of Greek art
covering the golden age of Pericles —
the Pantheon, Phidias's represen
tations of gods & men. development of
portrait painting — more. 95 full color
illustrations.
Sale $ 1.49
CHRISTIAN ART of the 4lli to 12lli
Centuries. Superb survey of early
Christian art containing 101 full color
illustrations of treasures from both
East & West — gold & silverware,
ivories, frescoes, mosaics, churches &
more — testifying to the genius of
Christian craftsmen & artisls.
SALE $1.49
THE COOKIE COOK BOOK. By
Deloris K. Clem. Perhaps the largest
collection (385) of proven cookie
recipes ever put into one volume, w ill)
valuable information on ingredient,s.
History of food products used in
cookies. froslingS. decorating, and
much more. 20 photos. Pub. at $6.95
Sale $2.98

THE
LIFE
OF

.

w*
MAN«e

"SALE 7.98

THE BOOK OF TAKOT. B> l-'ied
(tellings The fascinating picture cards
"I (lie rami pack pnu ulc a traditional
method of pcnelrating the mvsieries
beyond knowledge. Here is a readable
dxplanlion of w hat I lie cards s\ mliolj/.e
and how lliey can lie used. Over 200
illustrations. 40 Ft I.I. COLOR.

CHICKEN COOKBOOK.By Elizabeth
Pomeroy. All the basic information you
need to know about chick: the kinds you
you can buy. various cooking methods,
how much to allow per person, etc.
Includes many recipes & special sec
tions on pies & pasties, cold dishes,
soups, snacks. & much more. 8 f ULL
COLOR photos: diagrams & drawings.
Special $1.98

AUTO REPAIR GUIDES
Peter Kussek Glove-Box Series
(Data. Repairs. Overhaul. Adjustenls)

Special $3.98
A PICTUKAL HISTORY OF HORROR
\IO\ IKS.
By
Dennis Gillord
I'rolusedly illustrated, highly informa
live & amusing survey ol ihe horror
lilm. Irom Iheearliesl lanlusic.Mo Ihe
present day & Ihe death ol lliegrealesl
monster-player ol tall. Boris Karloll
emphasizes Ihe classic (Frankenslein. Draeula. King Kong, ele.i &
examines the many ollshools thai
resulted. Over 350 photos, tit FUI.I.
COLOR.

A
PICTORIAL
HISTORY
OF
WESTERNS. By Parkinson&.lcavons.
An atfeeionale look al the w hole history
of Western films, charling their
development from Ihe early ad inn
reelers to today's elegiac recreations
ol the West — Ihe stars, directors,
supporting actors, much more: over
380 photos. 8-3/4" x 12".
Spec ial $4 98

SALE $1.49

Henry
Miller's
TROPIC
OF
CAPRICORN. The author's coming*!
age in New York City, comic fanLfey
that undermines the foundations of
human hypocrisy in the telling &
recreates much of life's sights, sounds
& odors. Originally $7.50
Only $1.98

Only $3.98

Special $4 98

TEKRARIUMS: The World of Nature
Under Glass. By Glenn Lewis. For
experienced floriculturists & first-time
the
whole
range of
hobbyists,
lerrarium experience, from the cimplcsl converted cookie jar lerrarium to
the more complec "seenariums" &
bottle gardens. Over 85 superb FULL
COLOR photos (plus many drawings)
show these miniature worlds in their
lull, natural glory.

Henry Miller: TROPIC OF
CANCER. A major literary master
piece (first published in Paris. 1934), a
work incorporating all human passions
stripped of their romantic envelopes —
considered by many Miller's best &
most important work. Originally $7.50
Only $1.98

Seems of ORIGAMI: The Japanese
An of Paper Folding. By R0I„
Deluxe volume presenting ihe wide
range ol intcrnnlioiial expertise ol this
fascinating pastime - a delighllul
manual of entertainment & inslrurlion. Willi 138 models, illustrated with
14.(Hi line drawings*; 73 pluilos 8-3 4 \
11-1/8"

SALE $1.49
ROM AN ART. Maslertul survey of I lie
arl & archilrdurc ol six centuries in
Pagan
Christian Rome & her
provinces
—
temples.
frescoes,
s t i l l l i e s , c o l u m n s , n r e l i e s . IKIIIIS.
theatres, much more. 114 full color
iiiust rat ions.

Handy guides for both D. I. Y. motorists
& more serious motor engineers —
conpacl. informative reference works
designed to he carried in the glove
compartment of your car. Each
contains a vast amount of technical
information on ALL repair & main
tenance work in a clear, easy-to-follow ,
manner. FULLY ILLUSTRATED
I'ubl. at $3.95 each
Only $1.98 each

Sale $1 49
JEWELRY. By Claude K regime.
Histories
ol
famous
stones
&
laseinat ing descript ionsof I lie dcvclo|>ninct ol ihe jeweler's art. from Ihe
Renaissance In Art Nouveau — 140
plates. 32 FUI.I. COLOR, slum Ihe
finest creasl ions over a period ol 40(1
years.
Pub. al $5.95
Sale $1.49

GOTTA SING. GOTTA DANCE: A
Pictorial Hisulrv of Film Musicals. By
'John Kobal.
Delgihttul pielorial
history reflecting the fanlsy world ol
tuneful operettas a la Jeancllc
MaeDonald-Mauriee
Chevalier:
Busby Berkeley's musical exlraveganzas. to Robert Wises' "West Side
Story" - 670 photos, many rare &
unknown.
Special $4.98
HOW TO MAKE HOME WINES AND
BEERS.
By
Francis
Pinnegar.
PraeliCul. slep-by-step guide
In
making homemade wines & drinks at a
fraction of retail cost — detailed
instructions on equipment, fermenta
tion & bottling, along with many photos
& line illustrations of each stage.
Special $1.98

VW BEETLE KHOM 1968.
DATSUN 1200
RENAULT 12
VW
1500/1600
FASTBACK.
SCjUAREBACK & VAKIANT.
TOYOTA CARINA and CELICA

CIIRYSLEH

Valiant SERIES VC.

VE, VF. VG.
FIAT 124 and 124S.
CAMPING: The Ford 4 Seasons
Sportsman's
Library.
Invaluable
handitook-for today's camper written
by a team of experts — PLANNING
YOUR CAMPING TRIP. THE NEW
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES. YOUR
KITCHEN ON WHEELS. CAMPING
CRAFTSMANSHIP. Incl. recipes for
the camp chef, hints on how toorganize
a camp kitchen, much more. Over 70
photos. 26 full color, plus drawings.
Publ. at $4.98
SALE $1 98
2,000 INSULTS FOR ALL~
OCCASIONS. Compiled by Louis A.
Safian. A very tunny book whihe is also
a handy reference tool, providing
source material for speakers, writers
&
entertainers.
Alphabetically
arranged according to the tazrgets or
its pointed arrows. Pub. ut $4.00
Sale $1.98

THE NOBLE GRAPES AND TIIE
SPECIAL $9.98
GREAT WINES OF FRANCE. By
Andre L. Simon. By the world's leading
authority on wines, the story of the great wines of France, from grapes to
TWENTIETH-CENTURY
PRINTS.
glass. Covers the various species of
By Jiri Siblik. Deluxe volume por
grapes, vineyeard. & quality eaeh
traying in illustration & text the
produces.
wine-making
methods,
exciting developments & expanding
historical backgrounds, much more. 24
remarkable FULL COLOR photos: 8 scope of the graphic arts in the 20th
century — 64 superb reproductions. 32
maps.
FULL COLOR. Picasso. Chagall.
Pub. at $12.50
Sale $4.98 Braque.
Dali,
many
others.
Biographical notes & photos of each
THE H1STOHY OF CHAMPAGNE. By
artist.
AndreL. Simon. Fascinating history ol
Only $7.98
champagne, its social aspects & Ihe
champagne industry from itsorigins to
the present, traeinga its lortuens
HOW TO COOK A ROGUE
By
Peter
Van
through several centuries. 8 KI LL ELEPHANT.
Rensselaer Livingston. Banquet of
COLOK
photos:
drawings
over 350 recipes gathered into thischal
Appendices:
bibliography,
index
lenging &
highly entertaining
Originally $10.95
Very Special $4.98 cookbook
Livngston explores the
philosophies & techniques behind
GAMES PEOPLE PLAY. By Erie
dozens of schools of cookery — amonlh
Berne. M.D., author ot What Do You
them. Creole. Mexican. French.
Say After You Say Hello. Fascinating
Italian. German It Spanish. Two
analysis of 36 games we act out in out
indexes to aid the practical cook. Pub.
interpersonal relationships, & how we
at $10.95
can achieve new self-awareness & live
Sale $3.98
more constructive lives.Originally 5.00
SALE $1.98

MARCH 25 thru APRIL 13
SALE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

SPECIAL 3.98
LOVE. An original presentation of
man s attitudes towards & experi
ences of love throughout the cenlureis
It societies. Over 500 dramatic black
and white reproductions. Pub. ut $9.98
Special $3.98
THE PICTURE BOOK OF SEXUAI.
LOVE: A Photographic Guide to
Sexual Intercourse. Explicit, exciting
success manual, with revealing text It
over 196 un-relouched photos, many
full color. The world of human-sexual
experience, feeling, love, passion,
ecstacy, providing the means of giving
and
taking
more pleaure than
previously imaginable.
Pub. at $15 00
Very Special $6.98

UNIVERSITY

BOOK STORE

UNIVKRSITY OF THE PACIFIC

903 WEST STADIUM DRIVE/ 946-2329 /STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95204
OUUHOOOOOUUUULHII »nonr
seooooooooooe*

March 22, 1974

Golfers prepare for tourney
following two close defeats
Two close losses marred
the UOP golfer's week, us they
began preparation for the
UOP Invitational
Tourna
ment to be held next Thursday
and Friday at Dry Creek GC.

Football in March?
Saturday and some of'the Pacific
lineman arc shown «oing through
early season drills. Identifiable

Tigers are Sieve Gillis (7-1), Don
Taylor (85. Boh Sullivan (79).and
Don l'adilla (35).

Caddos ready to resume coaching
Tigers open spring workouts
Spring football practice
got underway at UOP last
Saturday, March 16.
And, head coach Chester
Caddas was itching to get
started.
"I'll tell you, we'll be
awfully glad to get back to
coaching football," sighed
Caddas as he began putting his
third Tiger
football team
together. "It seems we've
recruited
harder
and
traveled more this year than
ever."

vacancies in the oiiensive
and defensive lines which
were created when all Duf two
of the team's 1973 starters at
those
critical
positions
graduated.
"That'll be one of our big
three objectives this spring,"
says Caddas. "We lost some
outstanding
players
to
graduation
(like
AllAmericans Willie Viney and
Larry Bailey). But. 1 think
we've got people to take their
places."

UOP's offense will center
around
senior
tailback
Willard Harrell, who led the
nation in all-purpose running
last season (177.7 yards a
game), while finishing sixth in
rushing and fourth in scoring.
The 5-10, 175 pound speedster
ran for 1,319 yards and 15
touchdowns while earning AllAmerica. All-Coast, and AliPCAA recognition. He is
zeroing in on all of the
immortal Dick Bass' UOP
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rushing records.
iCaddas
welcomed
55
athletes Saturday, including
24 letter man who are return
ing from last year's 7-2-1
squad; a group of 20 junior
college transfers he has
characterized as the'' fastest''
he's ever had, and a smaller
group of redshirts who seem
certain to make their presence
felt before too long.
Caddas and his coaches
will be trying hardest to fill

*
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TRAVEL SERVICE
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t ROUND TRIP LA - PARIS
'*
$349
[
June 13 - Aug. 23
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Steve Towne, who came
off the bench to quarterback
the
Tigers
to a 168-11
J
advantage over their last four
1'
J'

J
*

'
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Other Charter Flights
Int'l Student ID
Eurail Passes
Hostel cards
Insurance
Car Purchase
Tours
Mon - Fri 11:30-1:00
M,T,W,F - 4:15-5:15
Eighth ANNUAL

UN-REGIMENTED
STUDENT PROGRAMS
8 or 6 weeks Europe
8 wks. Europe/Israel

"*
•(

ASUOP Travel Service
Mon-Fri 11:301:00
M,T,W,F - 4:15-5:15

>•
J"

On Tuesday at Dry Creek.
Chico State defeated the
Tigers in a dual match 18 and
one*half to 8 and one hall.1 but
the match was much closer
than that. In aggregate
strokes, Chico was only seven
shots better than Pacific.
Chico's Jim Knego led all
scorers by firing a 73. while
UOP was paced by Jeff
Metzger with a 76. Rich Allen.
Barry
Kuhl
and
Renny
Nakashima followed a stroke
back at 77.
At Woodbridge Country
Club last Friday, it was even
closer. UOP actually beat the
University of California in
total strokes, but the final
score in points was 14 and one
half to 12 and one half with the
Bears on top.

opponents in 1973. returns
with Bruce Keplinger, who
started as a freshman in 1972,
and for much of last season.
JC arrival John Ertman will
create an interesting struggle
here.
UOP will stick with the 5-2
delensive
alignment
it
switched to mid-season
last
year. That defense
enabled UOP to hold all but
four of its opponents without a
touchdown last year as the
Tigers finished seventh
nationally in scoring defense.
Almost all of UOP's
defensive unit graduated.
Defensive backs L. J. Douglas
and Vernie Kelley are back,
though, along with end Dave
Boer and linebacker. Dennis
Ramsey. Mike Long, a JC
newcomer,
and
redshirt
standout Mark Davis will
combine with Ramsey to give
the Tigers a potentially tough
corps here.
Caddas will put his men
through
their
paces
on
Monday,
Tuesday,
and
Thursday afternoons at 3:30
and on Saturday mornings at
9:30 between now and at the
annual Alumni Game, April
27.

BIrdwoman
of U.O.P.
Barbara Manlove/477-8389
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PSA gives you a lift.

swimming
NCAA meet. March 28-30.

baseball
UOP at Univ. of San Francisco, double-header, tomorrow March M.
UOP at St. Mary's. March 26.
UOP vs. Sacramento Stale: March 27. Billy Hebcrt Field.

3:00

p.m.

golf
UOP Invitational. March 28 and 29. 54 holes. Dry Creek GC.

tennis
(Men's)
UOP at Reno, today and tomorrow. March 29 and 30.
UOP at Stanislaus Stale. March 26.
UOP vs. St. Mary's, home. March 28. 2:00 p.m.
(Women's)
UOP vs. USF. home. 4: 00 p.m.
UOP at San Jose Stale. March 26.

Nine train for NCAA's
During the past few years
the UOP swim team has
enjoyed great success, par
ticularly at the PCAA level
and even on the national level.
Training has been going
extremely well for the Tigers
the last couple of weeks in
preparation for the nationals
in Long Beach starting on the
26th of this month.
Coach Bill Rose has his
nine entrants in the tapering
phase of training. This is
where all the heavy con
ditioning is a thing of the past
and all workouts are aimed at
quality > of
the stroke—a
favorite time for most of the
swimmers.
The nine entrants making

•

I
I
•

I

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.
CO MON.
CD
MDNASMAM*R

iter Co.

i%5fypewrit
_

M.

the trip are: Ken Kdwanl*"
freshman. 100 butterfly: K'c
Reeder - 100 and 200 freestyle; Craig Schwartz-lOOan
200 backstroke: Joe Dietrich
50 and 100 freestyle; Jel
Passeggi - freshman, 800 he
relay; Gordy Smith - freS£
man,
breaststroke: Da ;
Kenyon - distance me^'.
Randy Snyder - 400 free relay
and senior Bob Love - in
vidual medley.
he
The teams to beat at
finals will be Indiana a ^
Southern California. 1'
swimmers do extremely
getting into the top 10 woul
atremendousshowing.hu
the top 15 is a more realtf*
goal.
iS

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT—TO OWN

rtockton
I SsSJtock
•
.J

Play begins at noon on
Thursday, March 28, with 36
holes scheduled on Friday.
Play will begin at 7 a.m. with
the
afternoon
round
immediately following . Dry
Creek is located 15 miles north
of Stockton on Highway 99.

?Q

I

Official campus rep of PSA,
the unofficial state bird
of California. Over 160
flights a day connecting
all of Northern and Southern
California. Need a
reservation? Give your
campus rep a little bird call.

The course was very
tough, and Ruhl'soneovvr.pur
72 was an excellent score. He
was medalist for the match
and was followed by Cul's Don
Compton who hails front Lodi
Compton
shot
73. Hank
Zustrow and Allen were next
for the Tigers w ith rounds of
77.
An impressive field will be
entered
in
next
week 's
tourney. Defending chump
Fresno State, and runner-up
San Jose State are both
entered, but UOP is much im
proved over last year and
could be a challenge, as they
are playing their home course.
The Tigers are entering two
teams in this tournament.

477-4465

MON-FR) TILL 6

I

• Downtown—249 E
• Lincoln Contor-Norlti

rn Lodi—107 W. Wn« St
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Sat. TILL 5

NORTH STORE NEXT TO PAYLESS
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Paee Nine

Windegren,
Collier head
Tiger tennis

J

, *
I/K„.
, by
. Jeff M,Ok'erfollowiniriasi

Thursday's game between the New v
^ nrk knieks and the (iolden State
Warriors in Oakland.)

UOP's only pro-basketball playet
making big news these days. The albtime'Sing s^om- a?
Pacific is starting at center lor the world champion New York
hnicks. Its quite a jump from the
Stockton Civic to New York's MadisonSquareGarden" and Us
19.000 screaming lunatics, but Gianelli is making the switch'

By A.M. SARTORIUS
•"V

John seems to be at the right place at the right time Last
year as a rookie he sat on the bench, while the Knicks' other
two veteran centers. Willie Reed and Jerry Lucas, led the
ball-club to the National Basketball Association title But this
year, Reed has had surgery and missed the entire
"G" as a Knick
campaign, while Lucas knees continue to worsen with otto
and this has forced "G" into thestarter's role and an average
of over 20 minutes of playing time per game.
John has made quite an improvement since his colle
giatedays at Pacific. Although he had an illustrious career at
UOP by scoring 1,659 points, and ranking fourth and second
nationally in rebounding his junior and senior years theb-10
piviotman is doing even better against the best in the
business. He got his career-high 25 points against the Los
"We've got to gather our
Angeles Lakers last Sunday.
forces and get ready for the
"John has really improved a lot," said teammate Bill
start of league play," moaned
Bradley in Oakland after last Thursday s victory over the
UOP baseball coach Tom
Golden State Warriors. "He feels more at home at center now. Stubbs, following Tuesday's
He'll definitely get much better, as he's not close to his peak
shutout loss, 6-0 to the Haynow."
ward State Pioneers.
The loss was the third in a
Bradley and the rest of the Knicks have been a big help to
row for the Tigers, lowering
Gianelli. John has picked up the pro game much faster by
being on a veteran team with superstars like Reed, Walt their season mark to 10-5. The
Frazier and Dave DeBusschere. His advancement is not losing streak has come imme
diately following a brilliant
what he expected it to be.
nine-game
win skein, in which
"My improvement is much slower than 1 had hoped, he
reflected in the steamy post-game locker room. "1 ve always the Tigers completely domi
been defense-minded, and I'm working now on offense. nated their opponents.
But Pacific reached a
However, I'm not coming along as I wanted."
season low with the per
This is hard to believe by looking at his statistics. He's
formance on Tuesday. They
averaging over seven and a half points per game, but
managed just one hit (a single
considering he plays less than half the minutes, this isn't bad
by Mike Baekovich in the third
at all. Although he doesn't seem to be impressing himself, his
inning) off of three Hayward
teammates feel differently.
hurlers.
The Pioneers did their
"John has developed confidence, and is doing everything
well," says the ex-starter Lucas. "He's blocking shots, damage off junior lefthander
jtuss Word. Word gave up all
playing good defense, and improving consistently on his
whole game." Knick coach Red Holzman is impressed, too. six runs (all of them earned)
on seven hits, two of which
."Hejs coming along real well."
Holzman's basic battle plans to play Gianelli the first and were home run balls.
Hayward first baseman
third quarters, while Lucas takes over in periods two and
four. "However, if I'm playinggood, he'll (Holzman) keepme Ken Rodriguez blasted a solo
in," said "G". "There's really no pattern," added Holzman. round-tripper in the third
and
right-fielder
"It all depends on how the team is playing, or how Gianelli is inning,
Manuel Bustos hit a three-run
doing."
homer in the fifth, signalling
This pattern has held true in the two games in Oakland
an end to Word's duties for the
this year. On the first occasion in January, Gianelli played
day.
superbly and was left in during the lourth quarter as the
Bruce
D'Ambra,
the
Knicks pulled away to win. 96-80. John finished with 19 points
Tiger's ace reliever, then
(his season high to that point) and pulled down 11 rebounds in
came in to throw shutout ball
a superb performance.
the rest of the way. But the
Last Thursday was different. John was oil ol his game hitters, who threatened to
that night and played the first quarter and most of the third score only in the third inning,
quarter until Lucas took over. He only scored lour points and went down quietly.
grabbed three rebounds. Lucas wasn't much better, u
e
The hitting slump began
Knicks won anyway, 107-95.
during a doubleheader loss to
Right now, Gianelli's mind is just on the upcoming post Sonoma last Saturday. The
season playoffs. The Knicks will finish in second place in e Tigers had "good balance be
Atlantic Division behind the Boston Celtics, and wil a e e tween hitting and pitching"
Central Division winner, the Capital Bullets, in t e opening during the win streak,
round of the playoffs. Gianelli is optimistic about e earn s according to Stubbs. This was
not the case as they were
chances of repeating as titlists.
beaten
8-3 and 2-1.
This year will be worth a lot to Gianelli's future He is

(See Tiger's Paw)

Stubbs demands unity
alter third straight loss

playing a lot, and with the experience- he is gaining, the lanky,
ex-Tiger should be making bigger news in the upcoming
years.
riiiiiirimoijjj

VALUABLE COUPON'

NEW DOUBLE BURGER

CHARBROILED WITH TWO PIECES OF CHEESE
SOFT DRINK
FRIES.
LARGE

ALL FOR

1.09
! 1.35 VALUE

BIG SYD'S
I

4227 PACIFIC AVE.

GOOD THROUGH MARCH

' "We didn't do a lot of
things well," commented
Stubbs, as after the Tigers
jumped ahead 3-0 in the first
inning, the roof fell in.
There was one big bright
spot—the pitching of Larry
Prewitt. The newly acquired
JC transfer who is battling
Rod Bovee for the topstarter's
spot pitched four innings of nohit ball in the first game before
giving way to Bill Keim.
It's odd to take a pilctier
out who has a no-hitter going,
but Stubbs wants to give all of
his hurlers work before the
start of league play next week.
Keim was touched for the
loss in the first game, while
Bovee took the defeat in game
two, although he did pitch
well.
Through 15 games, Glenn
Kaiser is the leading Tiger
hitter with a .367 average (1849). First baseman Bill Ringer
is next with a .320 average (1650), while Scott Boras follows
close behind with a .319
average (15-47). Boras and
shortstop Ron Zakoor lead the
team in RBI's with nine each.
D'Ambra
leads
the
pitchers as he has thrown 10
and two-thirds inings of shut
out ball. He has only given up
five hits in that time.
Prewitt is the top starter
as he has a win-loss record of
2-1 and a fine earned run
average of 1.20.
Stubbs has announced
that Prewitt and Bovee will
start Saturday in a doubleheader against USF at San
Francisco. Both should then
be ready to face Long Beach
State as league play opens at
home next Friday, March 29
with a single game. A doubleheader is scheduled for the
following day.

R E N TA L

HERMES

IBM

^*San Joaquin
Elista unes

SMITH-CORONA

MANUAL TYEPWRITERS

Student Special

3 months for $15.00

ian wnptfi California-465-58811

SALE!

OPERAS AND
MULTIPLE SETS
AS WELL

on purchase

ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS
From 10,00 Monthly

Classical Record

VALUES TO $6.98
NOW $2.59 to $3.49

Q ©

TYPEWRITER
CALCULATOR
ADDING MACHINE S A L E d

You surely remember the
type of athlete you read about
in the old grade school sports
story books, who was softspoken and possessed fine
ability and sincere humility. If
this prototype is dying out in
today's flashy sports scene, it
is not evident at the No. 1spots
of the men's and women's
UOP tennis team.
Sue Collier, who is only a
freshman, is now firmly estab
lished as the top player on the
women's team. Sue has won
all of her matches, except one,
against the opposition's top
players this season.
Besides Sue's consistent
ground strokes and hard
serve, coach Doris Meyer
feels her best characteristic is
that "She stays cool and
poised on the court at all
tirmjs."
The taciturn Miss Collier
has been playing serious
tennis almost every day since
her freshman year -in high
school, where she played on
the team. She faces stiff
competition playing at the
Foothill Tennis Club in Palo
Alto, which she felt forced her
to improve her game.
She indicated that she
has no plans for making ten
nis a professional career,
"Unless something unex
pected happens." Perhaps her
success at Pacific will prove to
be that surprise.
Randy Windegren, in his
fifth year on the Pacific men's
tennis team, is currently the
No. 1 player. This season will
be his last on the team, and he
will be sorely missed as he has
held the top position during
both his junior and senior
years. Coach Dick Ricks says,
"Randy has the best strokes
and talent on the team, and no
body wants to win more than
him." He started playing seri
ously at Chatsworth High
School in Los Angeles, whose
team was of the caliber to
make regular trips to the city
playoffs.
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ASUOP surf in' safari inticed crazy crowd
every vocal harmony and
Fifteen minutes later,
every voice inflection. I he
ap
Papa-clu-run-da-run, who Papa-du-run-da-run
possible exception to this rule
bill themselves, as "The peared before the quietly was drummer Jim Schippey,
buzzing crowd, and imme
World's Greatest Surf Band,"
whose vocal appearances,
played at Raymond Great diately after being introduced
although
rare, were inter
Hall to a crowd that could have they launched into "Surlin
esting in that he constantly
U.S.A.."
been arrested en .masse lor
The band continually sung them as if he were about
drunkenness and disorderly
displayed a mark ol show 12 years old.
conduct.
Then there were the songs
manship between songs. The
The
pervading atmo
that had kind of a reverence
bass
player
of
the
group,
for
sphere of the dance last Satur
example, pointed to a girl attached to them. One of the
day night seemed to further
prime examples of these was g
the aims of Social'Director near the front and demanded.
the band's romantic rendition j
have
you
got
in
that
"What
Larry Seidman, whose theme
of "Little Surfer" which was
|
for many ASUOP functions can? Are you over 21?" At
done
with
such
a
feeling
ol
£
another
time the groups
has been "get crazy."
emotional involvement, it :•
organist
whipped
out
a
The evening got off to a
almost brought tears to the
|
very slow start with, the ap ventriloquist's dummy that
eyes.
"This
one
s
a
honey
r
pearance of a power-trio looked uncannily like him. and
hugger," said guitarist Steve
together
they
sang
"Surfer
warmup group that! called
Dromensk, coyly.
themselves Crossroads. As Joe."
Gunslinging surfer
The crowd very soon got
The group even went to
they played several high
into the swing of things. The
energy numbers, one could such lengths as wearing surfer
The lead singer for Papa l)u Run Da Run looks like he might have
entire hall began to bounce up
shirts
with
wide
stripes
during
see the makings of" a good
heen getting a little carried away last Saturday night as the '60s
and
down,
as
people
stomped
group, but the performance the first set. and changing to
surf group did their thing in Raymond Great Hall. According to
with
amazing
ferocity.
lacked a certain amount of cut-offs during the second set.
ASUOP social director Larry Seidman, the performer threatened
The simmering audience
maturity, and a , certain All of it has the air of Annette
to end it all when a member from the audience shouted, "We want
was
really
brought
to
a
boil
Funicello coming to town.
uneasiness with the acidrock
Quicksand."
It must be saitl that the when the band enlisted the aid
they indulged in.
was
ex'cellently of a man up front as a go-go |
The crowd began to shuf music
fle in as Crossroads whipped executed. Most of the songs dancer. This fellow,- who was
out such numbers as ".Johnny were Beach Boys numbers, fairly inebriated, danced his
Papa-du-run-da-run heart out, and the spirit moved
B.
Goode,"
"Mississippi and
Queen" and other assorted copied almost every note. him so much he started to dis
robe before a delighted audi- |
tunes of that genre. Most
jiiiiii
mining
ence.
The guy then hung a
people, upon entering, re
bare ass, and the crowd
mained in the back; the musit^
enjoyed it immensely. It was
was too oppressively loud to •
The Senate recently voted against a proposed
Seven
HOP
coeds
will
2
never determined what the
allow any movement for
amendment that would have provided lor live television
» be competing in the Miss ; girl dancing with him thought
ward, let alone dancing.
coverage of the executions of certain convicted criminals.
!
San Joaquin County I'age- I of it all.
This does not mean the
The vote is considered lo be a great setback to the intei esls ol
tomorrow
night ;
The
beautiful
body
band wasn't technically very • ant
the major television network lobby.
proficient. The lead guitarist, I (Saturday) at the Stockton! contest, which took place at
Each ol the three largest networks (CBS. ABC. and NBC)
•
Junior
11
igh
School
•
the intermission, was not the
who has obviously been
were
reportedly planning extensive coverage of the
; most spectacular event ever
spending a lot of time lis !auditorium.
executions,
complete with accompanying game shows and
KhlocUa Ann Beaty.! witnessed by I OP. This was
tening to Jeff Beck records,
family
specials.
5
Rebecca
Jean
Doerr.
Lana
;
due mainly to the lack of con
has many good "licks" to of
The network which seemed to be hurt the most by the
fer though none of them were !Ixo Grey. Christine Lynn! testants. "After winning the
defeat
of the amendment was NBC. which had planned what
tremendously original. The • Ilolvick. Julie Ann Klakeg. Z Mr. Universe contest," ex .might have been the most interesting ol the execution
!
Peggy
Jane
Olson
and!
plained one prospeciive entry,
other members — the bass
formats. Two of this network's shows ( which now will be lilcd
player and drummer — both •Susan Mary Thiol will be! "I feel that m^ manager until a later date) i n c l u d e ""Monday Night Execution, a tall
displayed, a keen sense of !representing Pacific in the • wouldn't approve" of exhibi series starring Kurt Gowdy, which the network hoped would
rhythm, if not sensitivity to Z event w hich is a prelimi-1 tion at an amateur level."
rival ABC's football game, and "Let's Make A Last -Minute:
!nary to the Miss California 5
In any event, the winners
volume. .'
Deal,"
a lively game show with Monte Hall as emcee.
Crossroads went off im land Miss America con-» of the contest were Dave
Another
network. CBS. had been working at a wide spec
who
was
mediately at 9;45 p.m. to the •tests. Last year. UOP's! McElhenny,
trum
of
entertainment
involving the execution, including a
!
Susan
Shipley
won
the
local;
awarded a bottle of Swedish
sound of sparse applause.
weekly
art
special:
"The
Presence of Death, a children s
Z
event
and
went
on
to
cap
!
Tanning Secret, and Cathy
Commented Pacifican editor
show: "The Electric Chair Company" and a comedy-game
•
tare
the
Miss
California*5
Rowlandson.
who
was
given
a
Stephen Smith on their mode
show. "You Bet Your Life—And Lost."
of music. "I thought they were I crow n. Show time tomor-j rubber duck.
Roone Arledge. ABC's imaginative sports director,
•
row
is
slated
for
8
p.m.
!
electric."
expected his "Wide World of Capital Punishment to be a
highly rated Saturday afternoon series, only to be
disappointed
by the Senate's vote. A spokesman lor ABC was
•
"E
*
UNISI'IIKUK
; '
"Senior Year." a>
quoted in regard lo the loss ol the show. "It's justa shame that
1' 2 ozs. golden rum
\ [ movie filmed in Stockton,*! the American people are going to be deprived of the chance to
1 teaspoon grenadine
:•*
will be televised tonight.J- see a live execution. It is obv ious that this kind ol entei2 oz. lime juiee
j
£
March 22 at 9 p.m. on CBS. J;
•2
teaspoon
Benedictine
•CORNER OF WEST LANE
lainment is not only what Americans want, but what thc'.v
'2 teaspoon Pernod
'•
•
i
"Senior
Year" is another in > •
• AND HARDING WAY *
need."
series of "American*;
Shake well with ice. Strain into prcchilled;
Now it appears that the millions here at home (not to
cocktail glass. Small amounts oi licpicrs comept Graffiti"-type
nostalgia j!
Hours: Sun. toThurs. 7to 12:30
mention those abroad who view via satellite) will have to wait
through beautifully without overpowering;: t films.
>•
• Fri. and Sat. 7 to 2: 00
at least another year, another session of legislation, helot e
flavor
: <
>
thev wi" be able to see Heath, live, on their television screens.
By DAVID SEGERSTROM

witness

E Miss San Joaquin j

Rimed at UOP

: WEST LANE
LIQUOR

1

the allocation

FREE BEER

ONE FREE PITCHER
WITH THIS COUPON

UNDERNEW MANAGEMENT
FEATURES
HANDMADE
DRINKS BY
DR. FEELGOOD
A SOUND LOUNGE FEATURING
MCINTOSH AND BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS
AN ARCADE OF GAMES
FREE POPCORN
STEAMED HOTDOGS
35 c

WED&THUR.

NITE UOP SPECIAL!

WITH

MIXED WELL DRINKS

ASUOP CARD

50<

WINE, BEER

35 c

FREE SUNDAY FEED 2; 30-4:00
=
E

DINO'S' PIZZA AND SUBMARINES NOW
AT THE BAR

RVED
478-99 lti :

TUES-THURS N1TES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PIZZA

AT

dinos
7555 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
478-4111

Bv BRIAN WILLIAMS

TR1NT1N6
What's P/Piorl
•
•
•
•
-•
•
•
"*
•
•

Bulletins
Letters
Catalog Sheets
Office Forms
Manuals
Price Lists
Records
Reports
Veloxing
Layout

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programs
Stationery
Charts
Mailers
Notices
Newsletters
Cards

• Composition
• Etc . Etc
-CALL-

465-5914

420 £. undsAY ST.

'trmu si/rrm t

I

>

en;r

Wkik-U-Wait!

Who uses PtPl
TO NAM! A FKW.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountants
Banks
Insurance Co s
Ad Agencies
Consultants
Architects
CREE

20'v

•
•
•
•
•
•

P £ Fjrms
Manufacturers

Retailers
Wholesalers
Churches
Social Groups

PICK UP & DELIVERY

Discount on all

College Activities
POSTAL Itufoud PBEsfF^lj
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Drama students discover what it
takes to direct stage productions
By PEGGY JTUMMES
UOP might be fathering
the world's next Cecile B.
DeMille. Perhaps someday
you can say you saw his world
right here. The stars you may
have seen perform on the
stage of the DeMareus Brown
Theatre may also have hidden
directing talents, exposed by
the opportunities
UOP's
drama department offers
student directors.
Once a play has been
approved for a student pro
duction and rights acquired,
the student directorselects his
cast from open try-outs and
conducts rehearsals as any
director would: establishing
blocking (action on stage),
proper interpretation, and
technical responsibilities.
Successful student direc
tors must be able to act
authoritatively
without
embarrassment
or inti
midation from working with
their peers.
This is why drama student
Alex Citron has the makings
lor a fine director. Citron has
no inhibitions as an outspoken
critic with both friends and
strangers, and has proven to
be a professional enough per
former
to
constructively
channel his critiques in the
role of a director.
Life as a director doesn't
always mean doling out orders
from your personalized
canvas-backed chair. Student
directors soon discover that
'be total continuity of the show
rests on their shoulders, and
'bey ofter very gratefully re'um to the manipulated life of
'be actor a little more
appreciative of their director.
Neil Simon's comedy,
The Odd Couple," was
Citron's choice for a spring
comedy at Pacific. It will play
March 29 and 30 at the
"otunda Theatre at 8 p.m. and
lsfree to ASUOP card holders.
Delta College has been
Very successful with student-

directed productions also, and
some of their directors double
as playwrights and lyricists.
Patrick Bennett is one such
multi-faceted drama student
at Delta. During January he
produced "Under the Sun." a
musical he had both written
and composed.
Thei e are no prere
quisites lor directing at Delta.
Mr. A1 Muller. the depart
ment head, merely chooses
the advanced students who
approach him first with ideas.
The idea for the up
coming productions at Delta
was to combine two one-act
plays with the same theme of

Review

By JAMES KELLEY

The Stockton Opera Asso
ciation, Delta's drama depart
ment and UOP made an
admirable attempt in joining
forces to produce Johann
Strauss' "The Gypsy Baron"
which was performed this past
Friday and Saturday in the
UOP Conservatory. Certain
aspects of the production were
impressive and very profes
sional. But the production
simply lacked in enter
tainment value.
Perhaps one of the biggest
obsticals in the production
was the opera itself. It is
doubtful that Strauss' "Gypsy
Baron" can be considered one
of the great musical works.
Also the action of the play is
minimal.
The production was
visually spectacular. The set,
designed by Rex Heuschkel,
was excellent and seemingly
workable for the action. The
costumes,
designed
by
Barbara
Barretta,
were
equally impressive. Over all
the visual effects brought on
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deserving sighs from the
audience as the curtain rose
for the beginning of each act.
Technically, the solo per
formances were, for the most
part, of professional caliber.
Richard Brown, as Sandor
Barinkay, the "Gypsy Baron"
and Aline Pierce de Eraso, as
his gypsy lover, Saffi, both
gave tremendous vocal per
formances.
Janet Miller, who shared
the role of Arsena with Ruth
Grijalva (Miller playing it on
March 15 and Grijalva on
March 16) was the shining
light in the opening night per
formance. Miller is not only an
exciting young vocalist, but
was by far the best actress in
the show. Her animation and
characterization made the
show noticably more inter
esting and exciting when she
was on stage.
Unfortunately, there were
aspects of the show that were
stagnant and less than inter
esting. Most of the characters
were either stiff and selfconscious or too broad and
over-played. Both were
inaffective.
The chorus of gypsies was

:
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over-population to make one
evening s entertainment.
An American Dream" and
"The Explosion" were the
choices. They show at 8 p.m.
on March 29 and 30 at Delta
Speech-Arts
Auditorium,
under the direction of Mike
Ellenwood and Greg Frye.
So. do you wonder who
from your college community
oi today will be the celebrity of
tomorrow? You might wit
ness some in action if you
support Delta College's
student-directed
programs
and Alex Citron's production
ol "The Odd Couple." After
all, you may be discovered.

Perfection of %Gypsy
Baron' not complete
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3 HORROR FLICKS!!
1. "I DISMEMBER MAMA"
2. "THE BLOOD

SPATTERED BRIDE"

3. "THE CORPSE GRINDERS"
AIL IN BLOOD
CHIUIN6 COLOR

Tonight. March 22
6.30 and 9 p.m. Fellini Satyrieon—Anderson Y Film
8 P.m. And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little, a play. DeMareus Brown
Theatre— Hotund.i
8 pan. John l'rine at Berkeley Community Theatre.
8.15 p.m. George Kosic k. Saxophone. Senior Recital. Conservatory.
8:30 p.m. Night Watch, a mystery. Stockton Civic Theatre.
Live Entertainment at Fat Citv Annex.
All campus values renewal weekend at La Honda.
Tomorrow , March 23

6:30 and it p.m. Fellini Satyrieon—Anderson Y Film
8 p.m. Miss Sail Joaquin County Pageant at Stockton Junior High School
Auditorium.
8 p.m. And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little, a play. DeMareus B/own
Theatre— Rotunda.
8 p.m. Johnny Winter at Winterland.
8:30 p.m. Night Watch, a mystery. Stockton Civic Theatre.
8:30 p.m. San Francisco Mime Troupe at Raymond Great Hall.'
Sunday, March 24
6:30 and 0 p.m. Fellini Satyrieon—Anderson Y Film
8 p.m. An Evening With Genesis at Winterland.
8:15 p.m. Paul Fleekenslcin. Organ Recital. Conservatory.
Tuesday. March 26
8:15 p.m. John Giger; Baritone. Senior Recital. Conservatory.
Wednesday, March 27
8:15 p.m. Carl Dominik. Piano. Junior Recital. Conservatory.
Thursday. March 28
8:15 p.m. Carl Kaiser. Trombone. Junior Recital. Conservatory.

Night at the opera
"Gypsy Baron," a Johann Strauss opera, was presented in the
Conservatory of Music last Saturday night. The Delta Cortege
drama department and the Stockton Opera Association joined
UOP in the presentation that was termed "impressive and
successful."

musically nowhere near the
high caliber of the soloists.
Also it seemed that the chorus
was simply too large. When
the entire ensemble was on
stage, it was so crowded that
they became immobile. This,
of course, affected the choreo
graphy which was very stilted
and unimaginative.
From simply viewing the
performance, it seems that

the different contributors to
the project the Opera Asso
ciation, Delta drama, and
UOP had a difficult time coor
dinating their talents. Dr.
Lucas Underwood, the music
director and conductor,
deserves credit for mounting a
musically excellent show, but
perhaps other facets of the
production were not given
sufficient attention.

March 22,
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BIO-FEEDBACK

Chapel News

(cont. from 6)
thing that had previously been
considered impossible."
Matheson, who came to
UOP in 1968, has spent over a
•year experimenting with
bio-feedback and offers a
related class this semester.
The psychology department
has been granted $15,000 to
study relaxation from the Niagra Manufacturing Corpora
tion, producers of Niagra
Vibrating Chairs.

Dr. Thomas Ambrogi
will speak on "Keflections
on the Middle East Con
flict" Tuesday night at 7:30
p.m. in Morris Chapel. A
professor of religious stu
dies at UOP, Antbrogi
recently returned from a

1974

The winners!!

sabbatical lour in the MidEast.
Newman House will
give a spring picnic and
barbeque March 30. hoi
further details, contact
Father John Silva in the
chapel or at the Newman
House.
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Friday, March 22
Lunch
Clum Chowder
Bacon Wrapped
Cheese Filled Hot
Dog/Bun
Lasagne
Peach/Banana Mold
M & M Cookies
Dinner
Terriyaki Cube Slk
Quiche
Scalloped Tomatoes
& Onions
Stuffed Celery
Banana Split
Saturday, March 23
Lunch
Grapefruit Half
Ham
Fried Eggs
Cheese on Muffin
Dinner
Enchiladas
Crab Souf fle
Broccoli Spears
Sr. Cream Fruit Sal.
Sherried RaisiiiApple Pie

Sunday, March 24
Lunch
Stewed Prunes &
Apricot Halves
Sausage Links
Beer Pancakes
Cherry Snails
Dinner
Fresh Veg. Tray
with Onion Dip
Hi. Top Hound of
Beef-Yorkshire I'udd.
Whipped Potatoes
Green Beans. Caesar
Tossed Salad w/
Mushrooms; Artichokes
& Hed Onion Kings
KiclTs Eclairs
Monday, March 25
Lunch
Manitoba!) Soup
Chix Noodle Cass.
Apple Sparkle
P.A. Nut Cookie
Dinner
Pork Chops with
Applesauce
Kavoli
Hash Browns
Cauliflower/Peas

Tuesday, March 26
Lunch
Minestrone
Hot Ham Sand/Bun
Cheese Souffle
Br. Beans Virginie
Bavarian Jello
Cornflake Cookie

Thursday, March 28
Lunch
Tuna Salad Sand
on Wheatberry Bread
Chili con Carne
Whole Kernel Corn
Cherry Apple Medley
Butterscotch Pudd.

Dinner
Chicken Cutlet
Spiced Mcatloal/
Egg Sauce
Whipped Potatoes
Eggplant. Parmigiana
Carrot Cake w/
Cream Cheese Icing

Dinner
Scallopini of Veal,
Marsala
Cheddar Chix. Cass.
Buttered Kice
Carrots
German Choc. Cake

Wednesday, March 27
Lunch
Cream of Spinach
British Burger
Wiener Bean Pot
French Fries
Zucchini
Under the Sea Salad
Walnut Cookie
Dinner
Corned Beef
Breaded Sole
Cabbage Wedge
Pars. Btr. Potatoes

needles and pins
Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
AUTO REPAIR: reasonable
rates, experienced on domestic
and foreign cars. Can handle
. most jobs. Call Don at 464-3944.
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experi
ence-required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide
travel.
Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. 13-B P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washing
ton 98362.
Spanish

Typewriters: Swiss

Hermes 3000 portable type
writers w/ Span-Amer. key
boards at no extra charge.
Rental or purchase plan. Con
tact
San
Joaquin
Bus.
Machines. 130 N. Calilornia,
465-5881.
Typing: Done in my home.
Flexible hours. Call 368-5515 in
Lodi.

Congratulations to Alan and
Jeanine on their engagement.
Lost: All white female german
shepherd.
Montana
tags.
Sreward. Call 948-5750.
TYPING: Custom typing done
in m.v home. Stencils, term
paper::,
resumes,
manu
scripts. business letters, etc
Call 477-1760.
Typing: Experienced Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays.
Tutoring
in
German • for
Doctoral students or others.
Call 477-4197 after 4.
Lost: A thin black briefcase well used. Contains class notes
and a textbook. Please return
to the lost-and-lound.
PRIMAL BASED TIIEKAPV
• as described in Janov's Pri
mal Sc ream. Reasonable fees:
trained
therapists.
The
Berkeley Center. 1925 Walnut.
Street. Berkeley. California
94704. Phone: (415) 548-3543.
Notice: Students who feel the
need to gain self-controi over
behavior. A group is starting
which may help you. Contact
Terry Spencer, Eves. 477-7275.

Lost: In vicinity of WPC, a
silver
Cross
pen
with
Katherine
and
8/4/73/
inscription. Sentimental value
Call 477-7072 or return to 640
W. Stadium #9.
FOR SALE: Brand new Bie
Venturi speakers for $175.
Contact Jerry Eagans at 358
Grace Covell.
For Sale: Complete darkroom
set. $80. Call 462-6343.
For Sale: Pioneer SR 202W
Reverberation
Amplifier.
MUST SELL. 1 yr. old. XLENT condition. CALL SKIP
465-6984.
For Sale: Excellent stereo,
Yashica Turret movie camera,
electric shaver. Call Tony at
464-5590.
For Sale: 10 speed. Gitane
Tour de France 531. Frame and
extras. $200. or best offer. Call
Karen at 946-2276 or centrix
#2276.
GETCHA! A
great, new
exciting game in whic-h all your
sexual fantasies (& desires)
will be fulfilled! Call 465-7075:
ask for Dr. Handelsmann or
Mr. Joshua.

With an early morning call to the Editor of the Pacifican, thesefour
Crossword enthusiasts from Elbert Covell College won the first annual

Pacifican Crossword Puzzle contest. They are from left to right. Sandro
Gaggia, Peter Crawford, Chapin Granda, and Doug ( arter. The
winners' one comment was that 109 down in the puzzle listed as a source
of Cocaine or as the puzzle worked out "Cuca," was incorrect and had
other connotations in Spanish.
We would like to thank all those who strongly supported the contest.
Crossword puzzles will begin regularly again next week.

Pharmacy legislators
to meet in Sacramento
The California Pharma
ceutical Association will spon
sor its annual Pharmacy
Legislation Day on March 27
at the Senator Hotel in Sacra
mento. -

ings and opportunities for
casual discussions.

Credentials |

A Credential committee of
the School of Education
faculty will be meeting Tues
day. Wednesday, and Thurs
day. (March 26-28) to inter
view applicants for teaching
candidacyA bill concerning intern credential
| hours will be discussed. The Appointments may be made a
proposal would reduce re 208-B Owen Hall or by phoning
quired hours for pharmacy 946-2556.
Advancement
to ca
licensure from 1.900 to 1.200.
didacy by action of these conn
The day-long affair will
mittees i s a prerequisite
include a legislative briefing, curriculum and instruction
legislative committee meet- courses, reading courses, a"
student teaching.
_
The event will offer the
legislators an opportunity to
become familiar with the pre
sent needs of the pharmacy
profession.

FATHER SILVA

(cont. from 5)

preting it into current
meanings. Silva says, SU
dents aren't geared
plunging into a deeper searc •
They're content with a
wers, and consequently, they
find answers that will sufh
their needs as they see them1
scripture."
Silva added, "There's a"
Silva has observed that old adage that 'holiness '
students display, in their wholeness.' If you're going
search for a religion or a relate to God and the person
fellowship, a basic insecurity Christ, it is because you ca
of their own interior struggle relate to your brother. The
and a lack of knowledge about h a s t o b e , i n t h e a r r i v a l o f r
themselves that leads to ligious value, a tremendo
misunderstandings and shy amount of care taken t
ness towards others." He communication). The bala'1^
thinks this struggle is the between reason, will and fyl
reason for the trend toward a is extremely 'mt,ortaan
fundamentalist
kind
of because the greatest gifts rm
religion, which is taking the has are intelligence and
Bible on its word and not inter- ahilitv tn rhnnsp."

or wound their sensitivities,
but accept them as they are,
with all their foibles and their
foul-ups, their misbeliefs and
beliefs—it is still going to
accept them and love them. If
they want, students can come
here any time and feel
welcome."

